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A possible way to capture the effects of quantum gravity in spacetime at a mesoscopic scale, for
relatively low energies, is through an energy dependent metric, such that particles with different energies probe different spacetimes. In this context, a clear connection between a geometrical approach
and modifications of the special relativistic kinematics has been shown in the last few years. In this
work, we focus on the geometrical interpretation of the relativistic deformed kinematics present in
the framework of doubly special relativity, where a relativity principle is present. In this setting,
we study the effects of a momentum dependence of the metric for a uniformly accelerated observer.
We show how the local Rindler wedge description gets affected by the proposed observer dependent
metric, while the local Rindler causal structure is not, leading to a standard local causal horizon
thermodynamic description. For the proposed modified metric, we can reproduce the derivation of
Einstein’s equations as the equations of state for the thermal Rindler wedge. The conservation of
the Einstein tensor leads to the same privileged momentum basis obtained in other works of some
of the present authors, so supporting its relevance.

I.

INTRODUCTION

One of the main open problems of theoretical physics is the unification of general relativity (GR) and quantum
field theory (QFT), or equivalently, the formulation of a quantum gravity theory (QGT). The search for a QGT has
lead to several, very diverse, theoretical frameworks, such as string theory [1–3], loop quantum gravity [4, 5], causal
dynamical triangulations [6], causal set theory [7–9], to name a few. In (almost) all of them, a minimum length
scale arises [10–12], which is heuristically associated with the Planck length `P ∼ 1.6 × 10−33 cm (or Planck mass
MP ∼ 1.22 × 1019 GeV). Such a small length (high-energy scale) is expected to separate the regime where spacetime
displays a classical geometric structure from the one where it develops its quantum nature.
To date, none of the aforementioned theories have proved fully satisfactory, in the sense that they do not provide
a well established phenomenology. Nonetheless, much work in quantum gravity phenomenology has been produced
recently starting from the idea that the effects of quantum spacetime can be captured, beside a fundamental QGT,
by considering the low-energy limit of a given scenario for the UV completion of the standard model and general
relativity, and seeking for observable implications [13].
One of these commonly entailed scenarios is the one in which the usual local Poincaré symmetry of spacetime
happens to be emergent at long wavelengths/low energies [14]. In particular, this is achieved by modifying the special
relativistic kinematics with the introduction of a high-energy scale often, but not necessarily, identified with the Planck
scale. There are two different possibilities that can be explored in this sense. One can consider that local Lorentz
symmetry is violated for energies comparable to this scale, leading to the framework of Lorentz invariance violation
(LIV) [15–18]. In this case, there is a breakdown of the relativity principle that characterizes special relativity (SR),
and therefore, a privileged observer appears. A covariant description of this phenomenology requires the introduction
of an aether field setting such preferred system of reference so leading to modified gravity theories such as Einstein–
Aether theory [19] and Hořava gravity [20].
A different scenario consists in exploring the possibility that the very Lorentz symmetry is deformed. This is
studied in doubly (or deformed) special relativity (DSR) theories [14]. In DSR, the Einsteinian relativity principle is
generalized by adding to the light speed scale an extra (high-)energy scale.
Due to the different implementation of space-time symmetries within the two theories, the modification of the
special relativistic kinematics are also different. While in LIV effective field theories the only modification arises in a
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modified dispersion relation, in DSR, in addition to this possible ingredient (this is not the case for the well known
kinematics of the classical basis of κ-Poincaré [21]), there is a deformed conservation law for momenta. This last
ingredient is indispensable in order to have a relativity principle. Indeed, this is ensured by the existence of some
Lorentz transformations, in the one- and two-particle systems, which make the two previous ingredients compatible.
During the last years, a clear connection between a curved momentum space, which naturally leads to a momentum
dependent geometry, and these relativistic deformed kinematics of κ-Poincaré, has been established. For example,
it was suggested in [22] that DSR could be the outcome of an energy (rainbow) spacetime, thereby showing a clear
connection between a momentum dependent spacetime and quantum gravity.
More recently, it was rigorously shown that all the ingredients of a relativistic deformed kinematics characterizing
DSR can be obtained from a maximally symmetric momentum space [23]. In particular, κ-Poincaré kinematics [24–27]
can be obtained from a de Sitter momentum space1 : the isometries (translations and Lorentz isometries) and the
squared distance of the metric, are identified with the deformed composition law, deformed Lorentz transformations,
and deformed dispersion relation, respectively (the last two facts were previously contemplated in Refs. [30, 31]).
In [32], the proposal of [23] was generalized so as to allow the metric to describe a curved spacetime, leading to a
metric in the cotangent bundle depending on all the phase-space variables. This is a generalization of previous works
in the literature, the so-called generalized Hamilton spaces, in which a metric that depends on the velocities (Finsler
geometries) [33–35] and momenta (Hamilton geometries) [36–38] were considered2 .
In the DSR community there is an open debate about the possibility that different kinematics of κ-Poincaré,
associated to different bases in Hopf algebras [43], or equivalently, different choices of momentum coordinates in
a de Sitter momentum space, could represent different physics [44]. This is due to the existence of an ambiguity
about the definition of momentum variables associated to physical measurements. While in the flat spacetime/curved
momentum space geometrical setup there is such an ambiguity, this degeneracy is broken when considering that both
spacetime and momentum space are curved [45]. Indeed, in [46] it was shown that only Lorentz covariant metrics are
allowed in the proposed geometrical scheme when lifting the deformed symmetries to a curved spacetime, and in [45]
it was proposed a way to select a “physical” basis by imposing the conservation of the Einstein tensor. Remarkably,
the so selected special basis was shown to be also the one in which all the definitions of surface gravity are equivalent
for Killing horizons [47], as they are in standard GR [48].
In this context, an interesting question is, if starting from a cotangent bundle geometry, it is possible to get the
Einstein equations by adopting a thermodynamical derivation as that proposed by Jacobson in 1995 [49] and based
on the application of the Clausius equation on a local Rindler wedge. A Rindler spacetime in the DSR context was
considered not long ago in [50], with regards to a twist deformation of the algebra describing a relativistic deformed
kinematics. That paper considered the modes of massless scalar fields using a deformed (momentum dependent)
measure. Unfortunately, a QFT based on DSR is still missing, albeit this issue has been the subject of several
investigations over the past two decades [51–56]. Such a dynamical theory, going beyond the usual relativistic QFT,
would have to take into account a relativistic deformed kinematics, so that, while the usual QFT has at its base
the Poincaré symmetry, a DSR QFT would have to rest on a deformed symmetry group characterizing a relativistic
deformed kinematics.
Keeping this in mind, in this paper we will apply the geometrical interpretation of DSR developed in [32, 45–47, 57]
to an accelerated observer. We will see that the usual derivation followed in GR for constructing a Rindler spacetime is
compatible with our setting, allowing us to consider at the same time a curved spacetime and a momentum dependent
metric compatible with a relativistic deformed kinematics. More precisely, we shall here derive the Einstein equations
from a thermodynamical point of view (instead of considering the proposal of [58] used in [45]). Starting from the
restricted metrics obtained in [46], we will find that the conservation of the energy-momentum tensor leads to the same
Einstein equations of GR, replacing the metric, the Ricci tensor, and the scalar of curvature, by its generalizations
in the cotangent bundle, which agrees with the proposal of [58]. The only difference with respect the usual equations
is a term proportional to the mass of the particle probing spacetime, which, as we will see, can be regarded as
a cosmological constant. With these equations, the energy-momentum tensor is only conserved in the privileged
momentum basis previously found in [45, 47].
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II we make a brief review of the main ingredients of a cotangent bundle geometry and about our construction of a metric in phase space accounting for a relativistic deformed
kinematics in curved spacetimes. The derivation of the Rindler (momentum dependent) spacetime is carried out in
Sec. III. We check that our geometrical construction is compatible with our generic method of building a cotangent
bundle metric. In Sec. IV we discuss the Einstein equations in our scheme by regarding a thermodynamical point of
view. Finally, we end with the conclusions in Sec. V.
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By a similar procedure one can generalize this construction in order to obtain the kinematics of Snyder [28] and hybrids models [29],
and to the case of anti de Sitter.
It is worth mentioning that a Finsler/momentum dependent spacetime can be introduced also as an alternative description of Lorentz
breaking physics [39–42].
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FIG. 1. A visualization of the cotangent bundle structure [45]

II.

COTANGENT BUNDLE IN A NUTSHELL

In this section, we review the main geometrical ingredients in the metric description of the phase-space cotangent
bundle as first introduced in [58], as well as the main results from the previous literature concerning the set up of a
relativistic deformed kinematics in a curved space-time background.
A.

Main properties of the geometry in the cotangent bundle

As mentioned in the introduction, there are several works in the literature trying to connect a momentum dependent
geometry with a relativistic deformed kinematics. The most natural way to consider a curved metric in momentum
space is by regarding the cotangent lift T ∗ M of a space-time manifold M . For a given base manifold M , with
coordinates x, one can construct its cotangent lift T ∗ M , with coordinates (x, k). Therefore, the cotangent manifold
has 8 dimensions when considering that the base manifold (the spacetime where particles propagates) has 4 dimensions,
and generically depends on the space-time point. For a fixed x, the set of all k’s is called the fiber, and represents
locally the momentum space. It is important to remark that these variables, x and k, are canonically conjugated
under the structure of Poisson brackets,
{xµ , kν } = δνµ .

(1)

G = gµν (x, k)dxµ dxν + g µν (x, k)δkµ δkν ,

(2)

δkµ = dkµ − Nνµ (x, k) dxν ,

(3)

On the cotangent bundle manifold, associating to each point u ∈ T ∗ M (i.e. a point in phase space (x, k)) the fiber
Vu (all the points with fixed x but different k), one can obtain the so-called vertical distribution, V : u ∈ T ∗ M →
Vu ⊂ Tu T ∗ M with dimension n, which is generated by ∂/∂k. Here, Tu T ∗ M is the tangent space of the manifold
T ∗ M . As it is shown in Fig 1, given a point on the cotangent bundle, one can construct the vertical distribution
(the fiber). Note that in the figure the fiber is unidimensional for the sake of simplicity, but in fact it has the same
dimensions as the base manifold.
In this setting, one can define a line element in the whole cotangent bundle [58]

where

being Nνµ (x, k) the so-called nonlinear connection coefficients, and gµν (x, k) is the cotangent-bundle metric tensor
which we shall discuss in detail later on. We can see that there are two different types of privileged curves: ones for
which x is fixed, leading to movements along the momentum space (fiber), and another ones for which δk = 0. The
latter condition in Eq. (2) leads to a GR-like line element on which it is possible to define geodesic motion via simple
generalization of the geodesic equation, that takes the form [58]
dxν dxσ
d2 xµ
+ H µ νσ (x, k)
= 0,
2
dτ
dτ dτ

(4)
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where
H ρ µν (x, k) =

1 ρσ
g (x, k)
2



δgσν (x, k) δgσµ (x, k) δgµν (x, k)
+
−
δxµ
δxν
δxσ


,

(5)

is the (metrical) affine connection of spacetime, and
∂
δ . ∂
+ Nνµ (x, k)
=
.
δxµ
∂xµ
∂kν

(6)

Here, τ plays the role of the proper time or of the affine parametrization, depending on whether one is considering a
massive or a massless particle, respectively.
The choice of the nonlinear connection coefficients Nνµ (x, k) is not unique, but, as shown in [58], there is one
and only one choice of nonlinear connection coefficients that leads to a space-time affine connection which is metric
compatible and torsion free. When the metric does not depend on the momentum, as it is standard in GR, the
coefficients of the nonlinear connection are given by
Nµν (x, k) = kρ Γρ µν (x) ,

(7)

where Γρµν (x) are the usual Christoffel symbols of GR. On the other hand, when the metric does not depend on the
space-time coordinates, Nµν (x, k) generically vanishes.
The space-time covariant derivative of a tensor can be as well be defined as [58]
...αr
Tβα11...β
(x, k) =
s ;µ

...αr
δTβα11...β
(x, k)
s

...λ
2 ...αr
+ Tβλα
(x, k)H α1 λµ (x, k) + · · · + Tβα11...β
(x, k)H αr λµ (x, k)
1 ...βs
s
δxµ
α1 ...αr
...αr
− Tλβ
(x, k)H λ β1 µ (x, k) − · · · − Tβα11...λ
(x, k)H λ βs µ (x, k) .
2 ...βs

(8)

Also, it is shown that, given a metric, there is always a symmetric nonlinear connection coefficients (aka Nµν ) leading
to the affine connections in spacetime such that the covariant derivative of the metric vanishes:
gµν;ρ (x, k) = 0 .

(9)

In order to study the properties of the horizon, we need to know how the Lie derivative is deformed in this context.
In [32, 36] the modified Killing equation for a metric in the cotangent bundle was derived
∂gµν (x, k) α ∂gµν (x, k) ∂χγ
∂χα
∂χα
χ
−
k
+
g
(x,
k)
+
g
(x,
k)
= 0,
γ
αν
αµ
∂xα
∂kα
∂xα
∂xµ
∂xν

(10)

where χα = χα (x) is momentum independent. In GR, where the metric does not depend on the momentum, the
previous condition reduces to the standard form
χµ ;ν + χν ;µ = 0 .

(11)

Noticeably, it was shown in [45] that promoting the metric to the cotangent bundle does not affect the space-time
isometries, therefore preserving the Killing vectors χα of the GR case. This point will be crucial in the following, as
it implies that the whole causal structure of the base spacetime is preserved.
B.

Relativistic deformed kinematics in curved spacetimes

The deformed kinematics of DSR are usually obtained from Hopf algebras [59], with the κ-Poincaré kinematics [60]
being the most studied example of this kind of construction. In [23], the deformed DSR kinematics has been given a
fully geometric interpretation. Given a de Sitter momentum metric ḡ, translations can be used to define the associative
deformed composition law, the Lorentz isometries lead to the Lorentz transformations, and the (square of the) distance
in momentum space is identified with the deformed Casimir.
In [32, 46], some of the present authors extended [23] in order to consider a deformed kinematics and a curved
spacetime within the same framework. To that aim, it is mandatory to consider the cotangent bundle geometry
discussed above (Eq. (2)). The cotangent-bundle metric tensor gµν (x, k), depending on space-time coordinates, can
be constructed in terms of the space-time tetrad field, and the metric of the momentum space, ḡ, by [32, 46]
β
gµν (x, k) = eα
µ (x)ḡαβ (k̄)eν (x) ,

(12)
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where k̄α = eνα (x)kν , and eα
µ (x) denotes the tetrad of spacetime. As discussed in [32], when constructing the metric in
this way we assure that the momentum space (fibers in the cotangent bundle) is maximally symmetric if the starting
metric ḡ also is. Moreover, in [46] it was rederived this construction by lifting the symmetries for flat spacetimes to
the curved case.
In [45] it was also proven that the Casimir associated to a given metric (leading to the same trajectories obtained
from the solutions of the geodesic equations of the metric) can be identified with the square of the minimal geometric
distance of a momentum k from the origin of momentum space, measured by the momentum space length as induced
by the metric. This relates the Casimir and the metric in the following way [32]
C(x, k) =

∂C(x, k)
1 ∂C(x, k)
gµν (x, k)
.
4 ∂kµ
∂kν

(13)

But, as discussed in [23], any function of such a Casimir is also a valid Casimir, which corresponds to a redefinition
of the mass (for the massless case they are the same).
In [46] it was shown that the most general form of the metric, in which the construction of a deformed kinematics
in a curved space-time background is allowed, is a momentum space metric whose Lorentz isometries are linear
transformations in momenta, i.e., a metric of the form
ḡαβ (k) = ηαβ f1 (k 2 ) +

kα kβ
f2 (k 2 ) ,
Λ2

(14)

where Λ is the high-energy scale parametrizing the momentum deformation of the metric and kinematics, and we use
η = diag(1, −1, −1, −1). From Eq. (12), one obtains the following metric in the cotangent bundle when a curvature
in spacetime is present
gµν (x, k) = aµν (x)f1 (k̄ 2 ) +

kµ kν
f2 (k̄ 2 ) ,
Λ2

(15)

β
where aµν (x) = eα
µ (x)ηαβ eν (x) is the curved space-time metric.
Noticeably, one can then use the definition (5) to show that the space-time affine connection is, for the above class
of metrics, momentum independent, giving as a result the same affine connection Γρµν (x) of GR [46]. A relevant
consequence of this fact is that for metrics of the form (15), the Raychaudhuri equation for massless particles is also
unmodified

dθ
1
= − θ2 + ωαβ ω αβ − σαβ σ αβ − Rαβ lα lβ ,
dλ
2

(16)

where θ is the expansion, ω the torsion, σ the shear, and lα the null vector describing the geodesic congruence. This
is due to the fact that the Ricci tensor is momentum independent, since the connection is, in this case, the GR one.
The requirement for the the momentum metric (14) to be a de Sitter space, so allowing us to define a relativistic
deformed kinematics, implies a relationship between the functions f1 and f2 . In particular, in [45], it was found that
in order to conserve the Einstein tensor defined in [58] — which has formally the same expression of GR — one has
to impose that the metric (14) is conformally flat. Then, taking f2 = 0 and imposing a de Sitter momentum space,
one obtains from Eq. (15)
k̄ 2
gµν (x, k) = aµν (x) 1 −
4Λ2


2
.

(17)

This metric is characterized by remarkable properties. In particular, the basis corresponding to Eq. (17) is the
unique one in which the Killing equation (10) can be written equivalently to GR as in Eq. (11). As a consequence of
this, it can be shown [47] that only for the metric (17), the commonly used notions of surface gravity for a Killing
horizon [48] coincide as in GR.

III.

ACCELERATED OBSERVERS IN A MOMENTUM DEPENDENT GEOMETRY

We are interested in describing the physics of an accelerated observer with a metric of the form of Eq. (15). We start
by deriving the motion of such observers. Thereby, we use a change of coordinates for writing the trajectories in (some
deformed) Rindler coordinates and studying a local Rindler wedge description, compatibly with our construction of
a cotangent bundle metric (15).

6
A.

Derivation of trajectories

First, we start by noticing from Eq. (13) that, since the metric (14) is invariant under the usual Lorentz transformations, the Casimir must be a function of the squared momentum. Therefore, by inverting this relation one can
write
k 2 = h(m2 /Λ2 ) ,

(18)

being h(m2 /Λ2 ) some function satisfying limΛ→∞ h = m2 . This also means that there is a simple relation between
the velocities v ν and the momenta, which can be derived as usual by taking the derivative of the Casimir with respect
to the momentum, so to obtain
√
kµ = hηµν v ν .
(19)
Keeping this in mind, we start by computing the γ factor relating the proper time and the temporal coordinate
with the metric (15), in the limit aµν → ηµν and kα → k̄µ = kµ , following the prescription used in [57]. We can write
the line element for spacetime as
dτ 2 = dxµ ḡµν (k)dxν .

(20)

Dividing the previous expression by dt2 , and using Eqs. (14) and (19), we find (for the sake of simplicity we will
work in 1+1 dimensions)


dτ
dt

2


= f¯1 (m2 ) 1 − v 2 + f¯2 (m2 )



dτ
dt

2
,

(21)

where we have used Eq. (18), and defined f¯1 and f¯2 , which are some functions involving f1 , f2 , h and m2 . From the
previous equation, we get
s
1 − f¯2
dt
.
(22)
γ =
=
¯
dτ
f1 (1 − v 2 )
An accelerated observer is characterized by a four acceleration vector


duµ
duµ
dγ d(γv)
αµ = (α0 , α) =
= γ
= γ
,
.
dτ
dt
dt
dt

(23)

We are interested in uniformly accelerated observers for which the spatial proper acceleration can be found by going
to their instantaneous rest frame, i.e., setting v = 0, and correspondingly, γ = 1 and dγ/dt = 0. Therefore, from (23)
we can set
α =

d(γv)
= const .
dt

(24)

By integrating this expression, and assuming v(t = 0) = 0, we are able to express the velocity as a function of the
acceleration and time
p
f¯1 αt
v = p
.
(25)
1 − f¯2 + f¯1 α2 t2
Integrating this expression in time we can find the position
p
1 − f¯2 + f¯1 α2 t2
p
x =
.
f¯1 α

(26)

By squaring the above expression, we get the worldline of an observer in hyperbolic motion having constant proper
acceleration α in the x-direction, that is
x2 − t2 = `2 ,

(27)
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with
1 − f¯2
p
.
f¯1 α

p
` =

(28)

p
p
It is convenient to set ` = µ/α, with µ ≡ 1 − f¯2 / f¯1 carrying the effect of the momentum dependent geometry.
We can see, e.g from Eq. (21), that the factor µ depends only on the mass of the particle probing the spacetime, not
on its momentum. Therefore, the worldline in (26) defines a family of hyperbolae, where χ varies for observers with
same uniform acceleration and different mass.
In the limit Λ going to infinity, f¯1 → 1 and f¯2 → 0, so µ → 1, and the usual result of GR is obtained.
B.

Change to Rindler coordinates

Along with (27), the worldline of the uniformly accelerated observer can be written in hyperbolic (polar) coordinates
as
t = ` sinh (κη) ,

x = ` cosh (κη) ,

(29)

where η is the hyperbolic angle, and κ is an arbitrary bookkeeping parameter with the dimensions of an acceleration
(which can always be set to one by a suitable rescaling of the proper time on a given accelerated observer worldline).
Given that µ > 0 (which is always the case for on-shell particles, since m  Λ), the inertial coordinates cover the
so-called Rindler wedge region 0 < x < ∞, x > |t|.
By taking the metric in (15), in the locally flat limit, we have


2

ds =

k2
f1 + f2 02
Λ





k0 k1
k12
dt + 2f2 2 dt dx − f1 − f2 2 dx2 .
Λ
Λ
2

(30)

Thereby, via the change of coordinates in (29), we get the deformed Rindler line element




k 02
k 02
k0 k0
ds2 = κ2 f1 `2 + f2 02 dη 2 + 2κf2 0 21 dηd` + −f1 + f2 12 d`2 ,
Λ
Λ
Λ

(31)

with
2

g00 = κ



k 02
f1 ` + f2 02
Λ
2


,

g01 = κf2

k00 k10
,
Λ2

g11 = −f1 + f2

k102
.
Λ2

(32)

Differently from the standard case, to get Eq. (32) here we need to take into account that also momenta change as
∂xν
coordinates change. Indeed, kµ dxµ is invariant under a coordinate change of the form x0µ = x0µ (x), and kµ0 = ∂x
0µ kν ,
k and x being canonically conjugate variables. Because of that, and due to the fact that k 2 is invariant too, as
kµ η µν kν = kµ0 aµν kν0 , we get the expression in (32). To ease the notation, in the following we will use k instead of k 0
to denote the momenta associated to the Rindler coordinates.
As a final sanity check, let us note that by taking the limits f1 → 1 and f2 → 0, one recovers the usual Rindler
metric in polar coordinates
g00 = κ2 `2 ,

g01 = 0 ,

g11 = −1 ,

(33)

where ` would be 1/α.
Some remarks are in order at this stage. Consistently with the assumption of linear Lorentz covariance of the
metric, we see that a Lorentz boost still generates a proper-time translation along the uniformly accelerated observer
worldline in (27). In GR, by changing from inertial Minkowski (x, t) to hyperbolic coordinates (`, η), one sees that
the boost symmetry is just a symmetry of rotation of the hyperbolic angle η, i.e., χB = ∂η .
In this framework, on the observer hyperbola located at ` = `0 , the relation between the hyperbolic angle and the
proper time is given by the Rindler line element. We have


k02
2
2
2
dτ = κ
f1 `0 + f2 2 dη 2 ≡ κ2 `˜20 dη 2 .
(34)
Λ
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We see how the scaling of the Killing field ∂τ = (1/`˜0 ) ∂η , generating proper time flow on this particular hyperbola,
gets modified in the momentum deformed metric. The difference with respect to the standard Lorentz hyperbola in
the Rindler wedge lies in the scaling factor
r
h
(35)
`˜0 = `0 f1 + f2 2 ,
Λ
which introduces a dependence on the mass of the accelerated observer (or more precisely, of the detector coupled to
the field in order to observe an Unruh temperature): indeed `0 is given by Eq. (28), and f1 and f2 depend on the
squared momentum, which is related to some function of the squared mass as in Eq. (18). This allows us to interpret
1/`˜0 as a corrected uniform acceleration of the hyperbolic worldline.
Further, we shall relate k0 with the mass of the particle from the dispersion relation (18), as written in the Rindler
metric. We get
C(k) = kµ aµν kν =

k02
− k12 = h .
κ2 `2

(36)

From the above dispersion relation, we obtain the following equations of motion
ẋµ =

1 ∂C(k)
.
2 ∂kµ

(37)

As we are fixing ` = `0 = const, `˙0 = k1 = 0, so we get k02 = hκ2 `20 , since the dispersion relation must hold.
Most importantly, from Eq. (29) we see from the quotient limτ →∞ x/t that the Rindler (acceleration) horizon of the
wedge coincides with the Killing horizon defined by the set |x| = |t|, exactly as in GR. Therefore, the causal structure
of the Rindler wedge is not affected by the deformation of the metric within the locally flat patch approximation.

C.

Rindler horizon and Unruh temperature

Despite a complete QFT based on the symmetries of DSR is still missing, in the following we shall assume that
such framework exists in the specific setting given by (15), within the locally flat limit aµν → ηµν and kα → k̄µ = kµ .
Let us then consider a quantum field theory defined on the base spacetime M endowed with a momentum dependent
metric. In the previous section, we showed that the worldline of a uniformly accelerated observer in the deformed
Rindler wedge W is still an orbit of the action of a one-parameter group (the Lorentz boost in the x direction). Once
parametrized by proper time, the flow in the hyperbolic angle can be interpreted as the time flow of the accelerated
observer, with the scaling factor `˜0 in (35) playing the role of an effective acceleration. Moreover, we discussed at
the end of the previous subsection that a Rindler (Killing) horizon structure for the deformed Minkowski metric is
preserved.
These facts provide together a compelling argument supporting the existence also in this setting of a Unruh–Davies
temperature for an uniformly accelerated observer in the the deformed Rindler wedge W associated to the metric (32).
As the Rindler wedge causal structure is preserved, we still have that each observer instantaneous Cauchy surface is
cut into two parts by the edge of the wedge. The vacuum Ω has correlations across the edge, hence the two sets of
degrees of freedom on the two sides of the edge are entangled.
The effect of the mass dependent deformation of the metric is to scale the acceleration. Thence, it modifies the
proper distance of the observer worldline from the Rindler edge (bifurcation surface). This may introduce a new scale,
but it does not affect the structure of correlations of the vacuum.
As a consequence of the entanglement, the observer who only has access to the restriction of Ω to W sees the
vacuum as a thermal mixed state. From the Bisognano–Wichmann theorem [61, 62], we know that the restriction of
the QFT vacuum Ω to the Rindler wedge (more precisely, over the algebra of the local observables in W ) is given by
a canonical thermal state with density matrix
ρR ∝ e−2πK = e−βR Hη ,

(38)

where K denotes the boost generator, Hη = K ~ is the so-called boost Hamiltonian, and βR = 2π/~ is the (inverse of
the) Rindler temperature associated to the thermal state.
Written in terms of the accelerated observer’s quantities, the density matrix in (38) reads
ρR = e−βU Hτ ,

(39)

9
where the operator Hτ = ~K/κ`˜0 is the boost Hamiltonian scaled to generate translations of this proper time, while
the corresponding (inverse) temperature is given by the Unruh–Davies temperature
βU =

2π κ `˜0
.
~

(40)

In particular, using (35) and (28) one can see how the Unruh temperature gets modified in our setting with respect
to GR
p
~α
f¯1
Λ
p
p
TU =
.
(41)
2π f¯1 + f¯2 1 − f¯2
The momentum induced deformation of the metric therefore reflects in a modification of the Unruh temperature3 ,
while the usual GR expression is recovered in the limit Λ → ∞
TUΛ→∞ = TUGR =

~α
.
2π

(42)

Accordingly, we can get Rindler Wedge TR = 1/βR from the Unruh–Davies temperature by rescaling via the
momentum dependent gravitational Doppler factor, that is
√

~κ
.
(43)
2π
The Rindler temperature TR stays constant throughout the wedge and it is well defined on the horizon. Therefore,
the thermal character of the Rindler state is effectively extended from the single Rindler observer to the whole wedge.
TR ≈ TU

IV.

g00 =

EINSTEIN’S EQUATIONS FROM SPACE-TIME THERMODYNAMICS

The thermal character of the vacuum of a relativistic quantum field theory in the Rindler wedge allows to think of
W as a (local) thermal system bounded by Rindler Killing horizon membrane. The thermal behavior of the system
is due to the entanglement between the quantum states in the right and left wedges. The very same entanglement
can be accounted for the entropy of the thermal wedge, measured via the von Neumann entropy of the state ρR , and
shown to be proportional to the area of the Rindler horizon bifurcation surface
S = ζA ,

(44)

with proportionality factor ζ a priori depending on the nature of the quantum fields, as well as being some complicate
function of the position in spacetime. In our setting, this factor can also depend on the momentum. In the remarkable
work [49], the author showed how the thermal equilibrium character of the quantum field system at local level is
essentially intertwined with the Killing character of the Rindler horizon structure, namely a on-shell space-time
geometric configuration with respect to GR locally. In the same work, this relation was inverted to show that the
very Einstein equation could be derived as a space-time thermodynamics equation of state, starting from a local
constitutive equilibrium equation for the space-time degrees of freedom.
In fact, given a space-time patch around any point p in M , a local Rindler horizon structure can be introduced
via local Lorentz invariance in the local inertial frame in p by a Lorentz boost to an uniformly accelerating frame.
Accordingly, once reduced to the local Rindler wedge R, the locally Minkowski vacuum gets described by a thermal
state ρR , with the local Rindler horizon playing the role of a diathermic membrane. For a small perturbation to the
thermal vacuum δρR , the thermodynamic Clausius relation between a change of entropy and an energy flux across
the local Rindler horizon holds,
T dS = δQ ,

(45)

leading, via (44), to a constitutive relation connecting changes in the local wedge geometry, expressed in terms of
horizon area deformations δA, to fluxes of matter’s stress-energy tensor currents intended as heat flux through the
horizon.
In the following, we shall reconsider the original derivation in [49] for our deformed space-time setting, to investigate
whether the thermodynamic characterization of Einstein’s equations is affected by the momentum dependence of the
DSR metric.

3

Note however, that for the particular metric (17) the temperature does not change with respect to the GR result.
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FIG. 2. Local Rindler horizon framework. The oriented hyperbola indicates the approximate boost Killing flow χB in locally
Minkowski spacetime. Given a generic point p in M , a local horizon at p is defined as one side of the boundary of the past of
a spacelike 2-surface patch P including p. The local horizon is comprised by the congruence of null geodesics characterized by
the past pointing tangent null vector `µ (in blue). Such a structure coincides with a local Rindler horizon as the local inertial
frame in the neighborhood of p is boosted to a uniformly accelerated frame. The approximate boost field on the local Rindler
horizon is denoted by χµ . Assuming the ground state of the fields living in the spacetime to be locally approximated by the
Minkowski vacuum, we get a local description of the thermal Rindler wedge as a consequence of the thermal character of the
reduced vacuum on the right wedge (R). An infinitesimal perturbation of the fields equilibrium density matrix is associated to
a variation of the horizon entropy, which reflects in an infinitesimal perturbation of the horizon geometry.
A.

Local Rindler horizon

Let us start by considering the approximate Killing description of a local Rindler causal horizon in the cotangent
bundle setting. In analogy with the global definition of a horizon as the boundary of the past of future null infinity,
one can generally consider a local horizon at any p, in the base spacetime (M, gµν ), as one side of the boundary of
the past of a spacelike 2-surface patch P including p. Near p, the local horizon is comprised by the congruence of null
geodesics orthogonal to P, characterized by the past pointing tangent null vector `µ .
In particular, within a small neighborhood of p in M , local Lorentz invariance allows to map the local inertial frame
in p to a local Rindler frame via Lorentz boost. Then, locally, the boundary of the past of the patch P gets mapped
to a section of an approximate Killing horizon, centered in p. The future pointing approximate boost Killing vector
χµ vanishes in p and it is tangent to the null congruence comprising the causal horizon (see Figure 2).
Let us now introduce, along the horizon null hypersurface, a time label v with respect to the approximate Killing
field, χα ;α v = 1. Further, we express this Killing parameter v in terms of the null congruence affine parameter λ. For
a Killing horizon, the relation is generically given by
λ = −e−κv ,

(46)

so that the point p is located at infinite Killing parameter and at λ = 0. Note that, for dimensional consistence of the
local boost Killing flow, we keep for the Killing parameter v along the horizon the same scaling κ we introduced for
the hyperbolic angle η defined in the wedge.
As a consequence, one gets χµ = (dλ/dv) `µ , with (dλ/dv) = −κλ, which can in turn be used to derive some helpful
relations between the null congruence expansion θ̂ and shear σ̂ in the Killing parameter, and the respective quantities
in the affine parameter.4
 
 
dλ
dλ
θ̂ =
θ = −κ λ θ ,
σ̂ =
σ = −κ λ σ .
(47)
dv
dv
4

The twist vanishes instead due to the hypersurface orthogonality of the null congruence of the horizon generators.
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B.

Local Rindler wedge perturbation

Following the argument in [49] — and on the base of our previous discussion concerning the thermal state of the
Rindler wedge within our framework — we assume that the ground state of the fields living in the base spacetime is
approximated by the Minkowski vacuum. Then, with respect to the approximate Killing vector flow in the Rindler
wedge, the vacuum state can be interpreted as an approximate thermal state, with a wedge temperature previously
introduced in (43) as
TR ≈ TU

√

g00 =

~κ
.
2π

(48)

Further, along with [49, 63], we shall consider an area scaling for the entanglement entropy of the fields reduced
density matrix restricted on the right Rindler wedge. This assumption is based on the fact that, as we have seen
above, the causal structure of the Rindler wedged is preserved in our framework. This implies that we still have two
causally disconnected wedges linked at the bifurcation surface. Therefore, we do expect the entanglement entropy
associated to one wedge to be still proportional to the area of this surface. In particular, we shall take S = ζ A, where
A is the are of the bifurcation surface of the Rindler horizon, while we are assuming the proportionality factor ζ to
be a constant. Consequently, we can think of an infinitesimal perturbation of the thermal Rindler system as inducing
an entropy change proportional to an infinitesimal horizon area variation, that is
dS = ζ δA .

(49)

The variation in the area can be computed from the expansion rate of the congruence of null geodesics comprising
the horizon, i.e.
Z
δA =
˜ θ dλ ,
(50)
H

where H indicates we are integrating along the Rindler wedge horizon, and ˜ is the 2-surface area element of the
horizon cross-section. Moving away from the equilibrium bifurcation surface at λ = 0, along the null congruence, the
infinitesimal evolution of θ is given by its linear expansion at the point p,
θ ≈ θp + λ

dθ
dλ

p

+ O(λ2 ) .

(51)

The linear coefficient can be determined from the Raychaudhuri equation (16). This means that the entropy can be
written from Eq. (50) as



Z
1 2
2
µ ν
θ + ||σ|| + Rµν ` `
,
(52)
dS = ζ
˜ dλ θ − λ
2
H
where we used the notation ||σ||2 = σµν σ µν .
Now we use the thermal equilibrium description for the quantum fields in the Rindler system. For an infinitesimal
variation around equilibrium, the entropy change is matched by the amount of heat transferred to the system divided
by the equilibrium temperature. This linear response relation corresponds to the Clausius formula in thermodynamics

dS =

δQ
,
TR

(53)

where the heat variation δQ is here expressed as a flux of the quantum field stress-energy tensor Tµν across the horizon
membrane
Z
δQ =
Tµν χµ dΣν ,
(54)
H
ν

ν

with dΣ = ˜ dλ ` . In our setting, the stress-energy tensor can depend, in principle, also on the momentum, as it is
derived from the variation of a Lagrangian density with respect to the deformed metric.
The previous equation, once expressed in terms of the null congruence parameters, reads


Z
δQ
λ
=
˜dλ − κ Tµν `µ `ν .
(55)
TR
TR
H
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Now, imposing a Clausius relation then amounts to equating the integrands of Eqs. (52) and (55). At zero order in
λ, the heat flux at p is zero, so necessarily θp = 0. At first order, we get

2π
Tµν `µ `ν = ||σ||2 + Rµν `µ `ν p .
~ζ

(56)

2π
Tµν = Rµν + Φaµν ,
~ζ

(57)

When requiring that σp = 0, one finds

where we used that, if aµν (x)`µ `ν = 0, gµν (x, k)`µ `ν 6= 0, since `µ ∝ χµ , so kµ χµ 6= 0, being that this is the definition
of Killing energy, which is also valid in this scheme [45].
The next ingredient consists in requiring the conservation of the stress energy tensor, by which we get
g ρµ (Rµν + Φaµν );ρ = 0 .

(58)

This equation is quite cumbersome to solve for Φ since, in this cotangent bundle scenario, the Bianchi identities are
not satisfied in general. So we can start by considering a simple example of space-time metric, a Friedmann-LemaîtreRobertson-Walker universe. When making a power series expansion in Λ we find that the only way in which Eq. (58)
can be satisfied is by imposing that f2 = 0.
This can be easily understood. For f2 = 0, the Bianchi identities can be written exactly as in GR due to the
conformally flat form of the momentum metric, since the momentum dependence of the Ricci tensor cancels out with
the corresponding term of the metric. Explicitly,
gµν (x, k)R(x, k) = gµν (x, k)g ρσ (x, k)Rρσ (x) =

2

−2
k̄ 2
k̄ 2
= 1−
aµν (x) 1 −
aρσ (x)Rρσ (x) = aµν (x)R(x) . (59)
4Λ2
4Λ2
Taking into account all this it is easy to get Φ = −1/2 R + Λ0 + ϕ(k̄ 2 ).
The presence of the last term of Φ is quite obvious, since the covariant derivative of any function of the Casimir
is zero, as showed in [45]. Further, ϕ must be such that ϕ(0) = 0, since for Λ going to infinity we want to recover
the usual Einstein equations. Therefore, this must be a small correction, which indeed is proportional to the squared
quotient of mass of the particle and the high-energy scale.
Substituting this result into (57) we finally find
1
2π
Tµν = Rµν − R gµν + (Λ0 + ϕ) aµν ,
~ζ
2

(60)

where Λ0 is some arbitrary integration constant. Thereby, for
ζ =

1
,
4~G

(61)

one gets the Einstein equations for the local thermal base spacetime description in the cotangent bundle framework,
where now both the metric and the Ricci scalar are substituted by their momentum dependent version and a new
term, proportional to the squared of the momentum of the particle probing spacetime, appears. Noticeably, assuming
the Equivalence Principle holds in this setting, the above construction can be done at any point in spacetime p, hence
equation (60) must hold everywhere.
In [58], a prescription for constructing the Einstein equations in spacetime was proposed. The main difference with
respect to Eq. (60) is that the definition of the Riemann tensor differs from the one of GR, leading to a different Ricci
tensor, and the last term proportional to ϕ is missing.
In [45], some of the present authors also discussed the fact that, when considering a cotangent bundle geometry,
there are four curvature tensors [58]: one associated to spacetime, another one to momentum space, and another
two mixing momentum space and spacetime. Therefore, one can construct four Einstein’s equations including these
tensors [58]. If the mixing curvature tensors do not vanish, it would require an energy-momentum tensor for such
intertwined spaces, which are very difficult to justify from a physical point of view, given the far from clear nature
of the sources that would generate such tensors. Assuming this prescription, one is forced to consider that f2 = 0,
since it is the only metric compatible with vanishing energy-momentum tensor for the intertwined spaces [45]. This
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is exactly the same result obtained in this paper, even if we considered here a more general form of the Einstein
equations.
For the particular case in which ϕ = 0, Einstein’s equations are indeed exactly the same of the ones of GR, without
any momentum modification of the GR Einstein equations. Moreover, since the right hand side of Eq. (60) does not
depend on the momentum, this automatically implies that the energy-momentum tensor can neither depend on it, so
the same sources of the GR metrics are also sources of this construction of a cotangent bundle metric.
Alternatively, one can set to zero only the integration constant Λ0 and try to make up for the observed dark energy
component of our universe via ϕ. Indeed, it is easy to see that the ϕ function plays a similar role to a cosmological
constant, which even setting Λ0 = 0 could explain dark energy, if one fixes it to be equal to the observed value
Λc = 10−52 m−2 . For example, we can make the following ansatz
ϕ = g

 m 2n
Λ

λ−2
C ,

(62)

where g is some dimensionless coupling constant, and λC is the Compton wavelength associated to the mass scale m.
As a speculative exercise we can take as a reference mass scale the proton one, 1 GeV, and notice that λC ≈ 10−15
m, so that, if one imposes ϕ = ΛC , then
Λ ≈ (1082 g)1/2n GeV .

(63)

In this case, taking n = 2 and g ≈ 10−6 , one gets for the Lorentz deformation scale Λ ≈ 1019 GeV, i.e., the Planck
scale.
While there is an obvious high degree of arbitrariness in such a choice of scales, we just want to stress that a
possible consequence of the cotangent bundle geometries taken here into account is the induction of a mass dependent
cosmological constant, where the mass scale m could be an averaged scale over the standard model mass scales or
associated to new physics (e.g. super-symmetry scale). Finally, note that the function ϕ is the only way in which
momentum dependence of the Einstein equations can arise.

V.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we studied the Rindler spacetime with a momentum dependent metric that takes into account a
relativistic deformed kinematics in curved spacetimes. While previous work provided a description of such spacetime
from a quantum theory viewpoint [50], here we focused on its geometrical realization. We started by deriving the
trajectories of uniformly accelerated observers in a momentum deformed metric, confirming they are hyperbolae
corresponding to a boost Killing flow, though now depending on the mass of the particle probing the spacetime. This
allowed us to consider the horizon of the Rindler wedge, hence the very Rindler causal structure, undeformed with
respect to the GR case.
Albeit a QFT based on the symmetries of DSR is still missing, we assumed that the Bisognano–Wichmann still
holds in this framework, so as to define the temperature of the Rindler wedge from the Unruh temperature, modified
by the momentum dependence of the metric, with a factor solely depending on the mass of the observer, as it was the
case of the deformed uniformly accelerated trajectories. Such a temperature is the same one of GR for the privileged
momentum metric obtained in [45, 47].
Starting from the thermal Rindler wedge description, we considered the derivation of the Einstein equations of GR
as a thermodynamic equation of state, as first proposed in [49], in our momentum deformed setting. By reproducing
the original derivation, we obtained deformed Einstein’s equations with a momentum dependent metric. Remarkably,
these equations turned out to be same one proposed in [58], but with a different definition of the Riemann tensor and
a new term depending on the mass of the particle probing spacetime. The latter equations are in fact (up to the new
term) the same ones obtained in previous work by some of the present authors [45], when considering the proposal
of [58] together with imposing the conservation of the stress-energy tensor. We showed that such a new term can be
regarded as a cosmological constant, as discussed in the previous section with some numerical estimations.
The thermodynamic derivation of the Einstein equations happens to support the idea that the energy-momentum
tensor is conserved only in the privileged momentum metric previously obtained by some of the present authors
in [45, 47]. As discussed in those papers, there is a long debate in the DSR community about the possible fact that
different basis could represent different physics. In [45], a degeneracy on the choice of momentum variables for flat
spacetime was shown to exist, which is broken when introducing a curvature on spacetime. In this paper, we observe
also this breaking of the degeneracy when considering curved spacetimes, pointing to the possibility that a privileged
momentum basis, the one given by (17), may in fact exist.
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